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ON THE MOLECULAR-ORBITAL THEORY OF CONJUGATED 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH APPLICATIONS 

TO THE PERTURBED BENZENE RING* 

Per-Olov Lttwdin 
Department of Physics,  Duke University 

Durham,  North Carolina** 

ABSTRACT 

The electronic structure of a molecular system is investigated by using the 

idea of molecular orbitals.   The behaviour of the separate molecular orbitals and 

the orbital energies under the influence of the substitution of one or more hetero- 

atcms.  considered as perturbations,  is examined*   A series of quantities,  sepa- 

rate charge orders, bond orders,  and mutabilities are introduced,  giving informa- 

tion about some characteristic physical and chemical properties of the compound. 

The perturbation scheme is carried out explicitly to the second order in the 

energies and to the first order in the orbitals,  and special attention is paid to the 

treatment of degenerate levels*   The overlapping problem is fully discussed.   The 

basic results are independent of any empirical parameters, and they may be used 

either in the naivs semi-empirical theory or in a more elaborate theoretical ap- 

proach based on an antisymmetrized molecular wave function. 

As an example, numerical applications are carried out in detail on benzene. 

Separate charge orders, bond orders, and mutabilities are tabulated, and orbital 

energies for a perturbed benzene ring with one or two heteroatoms are explicitly 

given. 

* Work supported by the ONR under Contract Noori-107,  Task Order I, with 
Duke University. 

** Permanent address:   Institute of Mechanics and Mathematical Physics, 
University of Uppsala,  Uppsala, Sweden. 



Absorption Studios of tho Vapors of tho Throo Isomcrio 

Ploollnos In tho Near Ultravlolot, • + 

J. H. Rush** and H. Sponor 

Dcpartnont of Physios, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 

Abstract 

Studios of the noar ultravlolot absorption spectra of a-, 

0—,  and <* -picolino vapor have boon nado in low and nodiun dis- 

persion.    Conclusive ovldonco is found for two oloctronio transi- 

tions in the viclnltios of 35500 and 3*5500 cn">1
#    Tho fomcr tran- 

sition is interpreted as an allowed Aj-B« transition resulting 

from the excitation of an sp2 non-bonding electron of tho nitrogon 

atom into tho first unfilled IT orbital of the ring*    Tho latter 

transition is considered an allowed A^-B^ transition resulting 

froc tho excitation of a n ring electron.    The Aj-Bg ay at en ex- 

hibits narrow headless bands sinilar to tho first absorption 

bands in pyridino.    It is of weak intensity conpnrablo to that of 

tho forbidden A^g-Bgu transition in benzeno.    Tho Aj-B^ syston, 

which is ngch stronger, consists of broad diffuse bands*    There 

is evidence that this syston nay bo ovcrlappod by another tran- 

sition in p-picolino. 

# This work wr.s supported by tho OHR under contract N6ori-107, T#0.I. 
with Duko University* 

+ Based in part on a dissertation by J* H. Bush subnittod in 
partial fulfillnont of the requirements for tho degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy at Duko University* 1950* 

Present Mldrosss High Altitude Observatory, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. 

— "v.       .      l        '!1        ~~" 
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Introduotion 

% In reoent years a number of spectrosocplc studies in the near 

ultraviolet have been published for the vapor phase of simple aro- 

matio moleoules consisting of a benzene ring with single and multi- 

ple substitutions of atoms or simple groups for an H atom in the 

ring. A logical further step has been to study spectroscoploally 

the effect of a substituent in the carbon ring itself, as in pyrldlne 

(CcH_N), and also to compare the effects of a given substituent re- 

placing an K atom in benzene and in pyrldlne* 

The analysis of the near ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 

pyrldlne was undertaken by Eenrl and Angenot in 1935^,  and later by 
2 3 Sponer and Stftcklen. ,y  In the latter publications it was assumed that 

the excitation In pyrldlne Is caused by the 2pn electrons of the 

• ring as in benzene. The treatment leads to an electronic level of 

symmetry type &±  as first excited singlet in pyrldlne. The molecule 

itself belongs to symmetry group C^. These analyses were not en- 

tirely satisfactory. It was hoped that a study of simple pyrldlne 

derivatives would yield information which would also be of signlf1- 

oanoe in the analysis of pyrldlne. The plcollnes (methyl-pyrldines 

CcjHijN.CH^) were chosen for the present study. Apparently no data 

on their ultraviolet absorption spectra in the vapor phase had been 

published since some early exploratory studies, »5 when this research 

1. V. Henri and P. Angenot, Compt. Rend. 200, 1032 (1935;ibid. 201, 
$95 (1935); J. •nim. phys. 33, Cki  (1936). 

2. H. Sponer, Rev. Kod. Phys. l6, 22^ (19W. 

3„ H.  8poner and H.  8t€ckler., J. Chem. Phys. 1^, 101 (19U6). 

If. F. Baker and E.C.C. Baly, J. Chera.  Soc.  91,  1122 (1907); J. E. 
Purvis, J. Chem.  Soc. 95,  291*- (1909fcibid 97,  692 (1910); E.Hemoann, 
Zeits. f. wiss. Phot. IS, 253 (1919)• 

5« We are indebted to 2>rs. J. Duchesne and L.d'Or for such da£a for Cfr- 
ficoline,  from the Ph.D# dissertation of P. Angenot at Liege in 

93^. 

 -x- T. .j—.-•,.- - •; xv;;2-, >t.7'    "  
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was carried out.    A preliminary report on our experimental findings 

was published.      It vas learned that at the same time the near ultra- 

violet absorption speotrum of pyrldlne was being relnvestlgated at 

M.I.T, with large dispersion together with a study of the correspond— 
7 g lng absorption in completely deuterated pyrldlne,'    Recently Herlngton, 

In a paper on the use of the electronic spectra of pyridine homologuea 

for quantitative analysis, has reported a number of absorption bands 

in the vapors of all three picollnes.    He has also taken the spectra 

in non-polar and polar solutions.    Similar measurements had been 

carried out in this laboratory.9    Absorption curves of o-plcollne 

in isooctane may also be found In the catalog of Ultraviolet Spectro- 

grams.^0    Raman rjid infrared frequency values for a- raid 6-picollnes 

have been well established by Jatkar,      Mrtnzoni-Ansidci,^ Kohlrausch 

and coworkers,*3 Lecomte,1* and others.    On the spectrum of # plcollne 

apparently the only published information^ in this region is a curve 

of absorption in the region 800 - 2000 cm""1. 

6. H.  Sponer and Cm H. Rush,J. Chem. Phys. 17,   587 (1949). 

7. Betty Jane Fax, ?h*D« Thesis, M.I.T.  (1950). 

8. E. F.  G. Herlngton,  Discuss. Far.   Soc. 9,   26  (1950). 

9. Harold P. Stepheson, phys. Rev. 76, 199A (19^9) 5 83, 246A (195D. 

10. Am. Petroleum Institute Research Project 44 at the National Bureau 
of Standards. Catalog of Ultraviolet Spectrograms,   Serial Nr. 213, 
2-methyl-T?yrldine, contributed by Mellon Institute. 

11. S.E.K. Jatkar,   Ind, J. Phys. 10,  23 (1936). 

12# R. Manzoni-Ansldei, Boll. 8cl. Fac. chlm. industr. Bologna 1, 137, 
184- (191*)). 

13. E. Herz, L. Kchovec and K«!f.F. Xohlrausch, J. physik. chem. B53. 
124- (1943). 

l4# J. Lecomte, Compt, Rend. 207, 395 (1938); J. Phys. et Rad. 9, 512 
(1938). 

15. R. B. Barnes,  R. C. Gore, U. Llddell and V.  Z« Williams,   Infrared 
Spectroscopy, Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York 1944, p. 96. 

—- 
. ***#:• 
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Experimental Procedures, 

Samples of o-plooline S$*&5$ pure (b.p 129. Wc)  end 0-plcoline 

SS% pure (b.p of fraction 1^3.0 to l4-3«5°C) were supplied by Dr. 

J. J. HoGovern of the Mellon Institute of Pittsburgh.    The ^ -pioolino 

was from a lot purified (b.p. of fraotlon 144.5 to l45.0°C)  by Dr. J. 

C.  Shivers of the Department of Chemistry of Duke University,  and re- 

distilled by us. 

Som6 preliminary studies on tho .medium Hilger quartz priam spectro- 

graph were made using three short fused quartz oells.    Moot of the 

final measurements of the long-wavelength portion of each spectrun 

were made from plates talcen in the first order of a Jc grating spectro- 

graph*    In this latter series a single 75 cm quartz cell was used. 

Each cell was provided with a reservoi* tube for tailing the substance. 

Jhe spoctra were obtrdned in dependence of the vapor pressures 

of the substancos by varying the temperature of the substance in the 

cell reservoir.    This procedure of course,  has the disadvantage that 

changes in concentration necessarily Involve changes in the degree of 

thermal excitation of vibratlonal levels in the ground state of the 

molecule,   since the cell temperature must equal or exceed that of the 

reservoir to prevent condensation in the cell.    But the effects of 

pressure changes and excitation changes can usually be disentangled 

to some extent, particularly when plates taken with cells of differ- 

ent lengths are compared.    Temperature control was effected by using 

two separate electrical ovens for the absorption tube and the 

reservoir arm,  the latter always being 2 to 5 degrees cooler than 

any other part of the cell.    In working below room temperature,  the 

cell was customarily left at room temperature while the reservoir 

was immersed in suitable coolants in a small Dewar flask* 

2kwi>iJrir%._ 



The pressures corresponding to tho various ooll temperatures 

were evaluated from the data on pyridine and plcoline vapor pressures 

already in the literature.    The vapor pressures of a~picollne were ob- 

tained from & plot of Riloy and Bailey* s1^ values, which extended 

down only to 6 mm (l6°C).    Tho vapor proosure of (Hpicoline and 

«v -plcoline was determined at 0° and 2D°C by Brown and Barbaras.*? 

Extension to Jower and higher values was obtained by DfUaring,s rule 

from the normal boiling points of these compounds and from the vapor 

pressure data on pyridine given by van der Meulen and Mann.1*   For 

low pressures below 1 mm new data were used, obtained1^ on ^i three 

piooline8 in this laboratory. 

The optical arrangement vas of the conventional type.    A low- 

voltage d.o. hydrogen discharge lamp, watcrcoolei*. was used with the 

Hllger instrument,  and c. high voltage lamp (0.7 Amp. at 2200 volts) 
i 

with the grating speotrograph. A Corning "red purple Corex A" Nr. 
o 

9863 filter, passing the region 2^00 to 4000 A, was put in front of 

the source in most exposures. Iron lines were used as the comparison 

spectrum. Exposure tines on the Hilger instrument were about one 

minute while they rangod on the grating spoctrograph from 20 minutes 

to 2 hours. 

It was found that the spectra consist of a long-wavelength por- 

tion of low intensity exhibiting Harrow, headless bands and a short- 

wrveiength portion of higher Intensity with broad, diffuse bands and 

with a steep absorption gradient in the region where the portions 

1 

16. F. T- Riley and E. C. Bailey, Proc. Roy. Soc. Irish Acad. 38B, 

17. H. C. Brown and ft. X. Barbaras, 3. Am. Chen. Soc. 69, U37 (I9U7) 

18. P. A. van der Msulen and R. F. Mann, J. An. Chen. Soc. $3,  U51 
\1931/• 

19. E. R. Hopke and G. V; 8ears, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 13*4-5 (1951). 

• an w    I.I    •   i! •     1 



overlap,    Eastman III-O emulsion was found to be best suited for most 

of the piofcline research* 

The narrow bands of the long-wavelength region exhibit no olear- 

out band heads, but are like the narrow, diffuse-edged bands of 

pyrldlne*.   It seemed therefore most practicable to measure to the 

most intense region of the band,  recognising that the relation of 

this setting to the true rotationless froquenoy of the band must be 

uncertain and probably variable*    Uncertainties in the resulting * 

values range up to 10 wavenumbers* 

The bands of the short-wavlength region are so diffuse that it 

was found best to measure them on photographic prints of the Hilger 

prism spectrograms enlarged about 5 times.    Since the frequency dis- 

persion of the prism is nearly linear in the region concerned,  uncer- 

tainties in locating the diffuse bands were within 10 to 100 cm"1. 

Experimental Results. 

As mentioned before, the relative intensities in the long wave- 

length and short wavelength parts of the spectrum which we call 

regions I and II, differ markedly.    Region I with its narrow pyrldine- 
o 

like bands occurs at about 2900 - 2700 A.    Region II occure at about 

2700 - 2^00 A and its diffuse broad bands resemble the spectra of 

some substituted benzenes.    No attempt was made to determine lntimsi- 

ties quantitatively.    It is possible, however,  to obtain a rough 

estimate of the relative Intensities of the two regions by observing 

at what temperature each spectrum first appears in a cell of given 

length*    For this purpose the expression for the extinction co- 

efficient was combined with the approximately valid assumption that 

the ideal gas law holds for the vapor.    Adjusting then the con- 

ditions of pressure, temperature, and length of light path for the 

Wf'J' 
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two absorption regions BO, that they exhibit the sane absorption in- 

t»slty, on expression was obtained from which their relative ab- 

sorption nay be roughly estimated. The Intensity so obtained showed 

that the I spectra of the picolines are of the same order of inten- 

sity and that the II speotra diminish in intensity going from Gl- 

over to jf ^-picoline. This is in agreement wl'uh reoent research20 in 

which separate f values for the two regions were obtained from so- 

lution spectra. 

The appearance of the I spectra may be seen from Fig* 1-3 which 

are assembled fro~i sections of the respective speotra taken under 

various conditions. Spectrograms of the II spectra are reproduced in 

fig. U-. The diffuse bonds of the II spectra occur in three major 

groups of bands, of which the middle group is strongest. These 

groups have nearly the sane position in the spectra of a- and 0— 

picoline, with their noxlna at about y&OO  and 3&UO0 cm"*1 respective- 

ly. The band groups are not clearly differentiated in the vapor of 

*$ -picoline; but the maximum is shifted to about 39300 on"*1, and in 

solution three distinct peaks appear at nearly the same positions as 

those in pyridine solution* 

The observational data for the picoline spectra are listed in 

Tables I - VI. Each table Includes in the first colunn the wave- 

length, measured to the most intense part of the band, in the second 

colunn the wavenunbor and in the third colunn the separation of each 

band from the assumed 0,0 bond. Colunn four contains visual esti- 

mates of relative intensities. It is divided into two sub-columns 

giving intensity ostlnates under conditions stated in these columns. 

Notations used are: vw — very weak, w - weak, nw - medium weak, me* 

medium strong, e -strong, vs - very strong, d - diffuse, r - 

apparently degraded to the red. The last colunn gives assignments 

20. H. P. 8tephenson, Ph.J). Thesis, Duke University, 1952. 

"**    ~~~~"^ -^^3S3S^~^ 
•*•**. ji& 
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Of component vibrational froquencica of each band, by noons of analy- 

sis *o be detailed lator, ( ) indicates a froquency vhich is itself 

unas signed.    ? indicates a doubtful assignment. 

This oolumn arrangement is nodifiod slightly to allow for only 

one oolunn of intensity estimates in Tables IV - VI and for altcrnato . 

assignments in Table V. 

In Table It the starred wavenunbers arc taken fron tho results 

obtained for o-plcolino by Henri and Angonot.5    Only thoso values 

are included which do not appear to be duplicated by any value deri- 

ved from the prosent research* 

Discussion and Analysis of tho Spectra 

General ronarks on tho electronic levels. 

In discussing the pioollne spectra it is logical to oonpare then 

with the spootrun of pyridlne,  Just as the spectra of substituted 

benzenes have boen compared to that of benzene,    Tho first electro- 

nic transition in benzene, of type   A^g -   B^ and forbidden, becomes 

an A^ — B^ and allowed in simple mono substituted benzenes, when the 

Dgu symmetry of benzene is reduced to the group Ogv upon substitution* 

The sane typo transition, Ai — B^, would apply to pyridlne if the first 

excitation were caused by tho 2pn electrons of tho ring as in benzene, 

as; nontlonod in tho Introduction.    Mow tho pyridlne spoctrun with its 

narrow, lino-like bands distributed rather ovonly in tho spootrun and 

not in groups, doos not rosonblo tho bonzono spootrun nor that of a 

substituted bonzeno as has been remarked previously (for example rcf• 

3«)» While tho Jiao-liko bands which bocono diffuse toward shorter 

wavelengths aro finally subnergod in a strong continuous background, 

tho pioolincs exhibit two separate band systems of distinctly differ- 

ent patterns and of different Intensities as described earlier*    Tho 

plcolino spcotra taken in lso-ootanc solution by Stephen so n9 in a 
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Tablo I,    Absorptloi 1 bands in transition ] [ of a-picoline. 

4 Mh vfcV) >-Vo-* 
Intensity Assignment 

I*-75 on 
#" t«80°C 

p*»l4o nn 

2977.2 33579 TU7^- wd 

69.7 663 -1090 vwd 0-2*545 
O-lioo 

5U* 872* - 881 0-387 

50.8 879 - 874 wd 

p=oo nn 

U5.6 939 - 8l4 vwd      vwd 0-S13 

44.1* 953* - 800 

t-40°C 
p«27 nn 

O-800 

• 
29.5 3M25 -6281 w       nwr O-628 

- 28.8 13* -619J vw 

22*5 207 -.5*5) n        s 0-545 
21.3 215 -538J vw     w 

19.3 2^5 - 508 vw 0+120-628 
0+207-2x358 

15.2 258 -*95 vw 

15.5 259 -464 wd     nsd 

06.1 Uoo -353] wd 

05.5 U07 wd 
0-35^ 

o4.4 420 -333 vwd 0+207-545 ? 

m 

I/-25 en 
ts-60°C 
P""66 nn 

- 2899.2 4*2 - 271 wd     vw 0+355-628 
0+544-&L3 

9*.3 517 -236 vwd 0+120-358 



Table X (oontlnuod) 
-ID- 

A (A)        Horn    )    y   •' 
I ••»•• man s4 + »» 

94.7 536 ~ 217 vwd vw 

93.^ 552 - 201 wd 

92.3 565 - 188 wd vw 

88.2 613 - 140 our w 

S6.iV 635 -118 vwd vw 

83.6 669 -84 wd vw 

80.1 711 -42 vwd vw 

L»75 00 
t»20°C 
ps»8.0 an 

76.6 753 0 x. vsr ar 

76.0 760 
r 

D 

72.^ 8o4«> 51 » 

70.1 832 79) nv nw 

69.5 839 t£j w 

69.1 844 91 wd 

66.7 873 120 nr w 

64.3 903# 150 

1^.75 en 
tBl00C 
p»4.3 on 

62.9 920 167 vw 

6l.4 938 185 V vw 

59.6 960 207 138 

5^.5 998# 245 

55.8 35006 253 wr 

55.0 016 263 vwd 

54.0 028 275 vwd 

JLscIgnnont 

0-204 

0-188 T 

0-84;0-2x42? 
0+544-628;0+120-204 

0-42 

0-0 

0+120 

0+355-204 

! 

0+544-358 

0+207 

0+2x120 

0+355-84 



Tablo I (oontinucd). 
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A(A) ^(om**1) v-v 
"   0-0 Intor lelty Assignment 

51.0 065 312 nd 0*355-42 

90,o 073 325 nwd 0+120*207 

*9A 089 336 wd vwd 0+544-204 

47,8 105 352 nd 

P-2.1 nn 

0+355 

44.5 146 393 vwd O+207+544-358 

4o,9 190 437 vwd 

59,3 210 457 w* 0+544-84 

XA 250 497 vwd 582**4 

32.3 297 544^ er V8 0+544- 

31.7 304 55l) w 

29.2 335 552 V vw 0+582 

26.6 365 612 vwd vw 0+35^544-84-204 t 

24*4 395 642 wr w 

17.0 4*9 736 ndp nsdr 

t«25 en 
t»20°C 
p»g an 

0+736 

12.9 54o 7*7 vwd O+582+207 

10.J 560 815 vwd 0+355*544-44 

07.1 6i4 861 V w 0+861 ? 
0+736+120 
0+355*544-42 

03.8 656 903 V vw 0+355+544 
0+952-42 

2799.9 705 952 V vw 0+952 ? 

95.7 75* 1005 vw vwd 0+2x544-44 

92.0 805 1052 vwd 0+2x544-42 



"3d- 
Tablo I (continued). 

A(l)   ^(cm-1) V-*o-o  XntonBity Aesignnont 

gg.g 846 1093 nar ne 

S3.7 912* 1159 

S2.b 924 1171 crwd 

7«.« 975 1222 wd 

74.8 36027 1274 nd 

71.0 077 1324 vwd 

67.6 122 1369 vwd 

64.4 163 1410 wd 

61.7 199 1446 wd 

57.0 260 1507 wd 

• 
1^25 on 
tol00C 
p«4»3 no 

54.3 296 15*3 vd wd 

51.6 332 1579 vwd vwd 

49.9 35* 1601 vwd vwd 

*7.l 391 1638 nwd nwd 

4i.8 461 1706 nwd nwd 

37.2 522 1769 nwd nwd 

• t IftrniM i at iod diitn nt  Wnn*»i . nnd 

0+736+355 
0+2x544 

0+1052+120 ? 

0+3x544-358 t 
0+736+544 

0+582+736 

0+355f2x544-42 ? 

0+355+2x544 

0+3x544-42 

0+3x544 

yi 

-«srrm 
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Tablo II.    Absorption bonds in transition I of 0-pioolinc. 

A(A) ^onT1)    V'^-o        Intonslty Assignnont 

W5 on 
t-ioo°c 
pnl90 nn 

3030.7 32986 -1698 vw 

26^0 33037 -16*7 vwd 

2994.2 388 -1296 n 

91.2 4-21 •J.263 vw 

89.7 438 -1246 nw 

W5Acn 
t=so°c 
p«90 ran 

88,3 45* -1230 vw       vw 

85*8 482 -1202 vw        vw 

«*.> ^98 -1186 vw 

3LO 532 -1152 w          vw 

133 555 -1129 vwd 

77.6 57* -1110 vwd 

W0°C 
pcoO Em 

73.8 617 -IO67 v          nw 

73.0 626 -105S vw 

70.6 651 -1033] vw 

70.^ 656 -1028) vw       vw 

69.5 666 -1018 vw       nw 

6g.S 67* -1010 vw 

0-1263 

0-2x624 

0-1154 ? 

0-10 
0-10 34-2x40 ? 

0rl034-40 
0-2x535 

0-1034^ 

0-2x490-40 
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Tablo II (oontinuod) 

X(A) >tom-l )       0-0 
Intensity Assignment 

65,2 715 -969 VW 0-2x490 ? 

6>.6 733 -951 vW 

6l*3 759 -925 vwd 

60.2 772 - 912 vwd 

5*.0 785 -899 vwd 

53*9 8W - 84o vw VW 0-800-40 

52.8 856 - 828 VW 

51.7 869 - 815 VW 

50*8 879 - 805 vw VW 0-800 
0-7l4-2x4o 

*7*0 923 -761 vwd VW 0-714-40 t 

*3.l 968 -716 vw 0-714- 

39.* 34010 -67* vw 

W40°C 
P-l6   EC 

0-2x538 

38.8 018 -666 tap n 0-666 
0-624-40 

37.9 028 -656 vw 0-535-3x40 

35.7 

3*.6 

053 

066 

•651] 

-618) 

Dd 

nar 

VW 
0-624- 

3*.0 073 - 611 vw VW 0-535-2x40 

33.2 082 - 602 vw VW 

30.7 112 -572 TTWV w 0-^35^*0 
o-49o-2x4o 

27.6 1*7 -537 DWd VW 0-535 

.J3 
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Tablo II (oontlnucd) 

'A(A) ytom""1 V V 
)     v     0-0 Intoneity Aoeigrunont 

26.* 161 -523 nd nwd 0-490-40 

2*.3 

23*0 

186 

201 

-*9*] 
-*S3j 

wd 

nw 

vw 

w 
o-*90 

20.0 237 -**7 vwd 

IS. 5 25* •* 430 wd 0-2x215 

13.2 316 • 368 w 

12.* 326 -358 w 

10,1 353 - 331 vwd 0-338 

o*.6 ill* -266 nwd 

03.1 *36 w 2*6 vwd 0-215J10 

01.5 ^55 .- 229 

t=20°C 
p-4.6 r 

vwd 

m 

2899.9 *7* -» 210 wr u 0-215 

98.7 *68 ~ 196 vw 0-196 

98.1 *95 -159 VW nw 

97.2 606 -178 W n 

93.5 550 -13*) vwd V 

92.5 562 • 122j vwd nwir 

90.8 583 -101 vwd 

89.3 600 -   6* vwd nwd o-gi^o+131-215 

87.5 622 -   62 nw 

66.1 

85.* 

639 

6*7 - w 
vw 

var 

vw 

var 
0-40; 0+158-198 

— J 



1 
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Toblo It (continued) 

& * »\        v    -1\   )>-V            Intonslty                     AsBignnont 
AM       'A91 X?        o-o _ i -  
s4.g 655 -29 vw 

$2.3 684^ 0 va 0-0 

«U3 

60.6 

697J 
702 

13 

18 

ns 

nw 0+269-3x84 

80,4 70S 24 V 

79.8 71* 30 vw 

77.* 7*3 59 vwr 

75.1 771 87 vwd 

t«o°c 
P=l,l EC 

73*7 788 104 nvr W 0+269-2x84 ? 
• 

71-5 815 131 vwd 0+131 

# 69*3 842 158 vwd 0+158 

67.5 864 180 wd vwd 0+269-84 

61.1 941 257] nwd vw 

60.2 953 269J sr me O+269 

57.6 984 300 nd nwd 

54.8 35019 335 vwd vwd 

52.1 052 368 rwd vwd 

50.0 078 394 vwd vwd 

42.3 093 409 vwd vwd 

^.7 128 m vwd vwd 

* *3JL 

1*2.1 

163 

175 *9V vwd 
0+545-65 t 

1 
 :      :~^ 
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Toblo II (continued) 

A (A) V(cnT h *->U Intoneity Aseignnont 

t»rlO°C 
pe0.6 nn 

4i,5 183 499 w D 0+1*99 

4o.8 

40.2 

191 

199 

507^ 

515J 

w mr 
O+545-H0 

38.6 219 535 nw 0+2x269 

37.* 

36.7 

229 

242 

545} 

55*0 

nwr 8r 

nw 
0+545 jO+580-ik) 

34.9 264 580^ wd w O+58O 

34.1 275 5917 ¥ 

33.2 286 602 vw 

30.9 314 630 wd 

28.6 343 659 ir 

26.1V 371 687 vw 

23.7 405 7a V 

22.5 420 736 w 

18.3 

17.2 

472 

i486 

788| 

802J vr va 

0+802 
0+3x269 ? 

14.2 524 840 vwd ir 

10.9 566 882 ir 

09.1 588 904 W 0+2x3 80+545 

04.7 644 960 rwd nw O+960 ? 

01.3 688 1004^ w nw 0+2x499; 0+1004 

2799.* 706 1012J vir 0+2x545-^4 



^ 
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*<A) ^(om-1) V"'o-o        ^toniity Assignncnt 

96.7 720 1036 w nw 

96.7 75* 1070) nvd ne 

96.6 765 106l) vw 

95-2 776 1092 vwd vw 

92.9 79* 1110 vwd nw 

90.7 622 1136 vwd w 

85.2 693 1209 vw 

60.9 9^9 1265 nvd ns 

79.2 971 1267 vwd 

76.0 36012 1326 vd wd 

72.7 055 1371 vwd vw 

68.2 114 1430 vwd w 

63.1 160 1496 wd w 

59.7 225 1537 wdr 

55.6 279 1595 vwd 

51.0 340 1656 vwd 

46.0 405 1721 

40.9 *73 1769 vwd 

32.5 566 1902 vwd 

26.0 646 1962 vwd 

0+302+269 

0+545+2x269 

0+2x545 

0+602+545-^4 ? 

0+602+2x269 

0+3x499 

0+602+545+269-64 t 

0+2x602 

0+602+2x545-2x6* ? 

Transition II t 

iiiaji). wj'.i,..    .   "" *9fc-  -    -••».. 
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Toblo III, Absorption bands In transition I of ^ -picolino, 

.' A (A) rfoaT1) ^-tf-o Intonolty Aooignrjont 

1^75 on 
t»5000 
p«55 nn 

2913.5 3*310 ^555 vw 

11.9 332 -533 vw 

16.7 352 - 513 vw 

t-6o°C 
p-42 ran 

09^1 365 - 500 w nw 0-500 

07.9 379 -756 vw 

06..I 400 ^765 vw 
• 

2597*5 M99 -666 vw 

m 56*2 635 -527 vw 

t-iw°c 
p«15 nn 

55.2 
5*.5 

650 
65S 

- 515 
-511 

nw wdr 
0-513 

76,7 752 -M3 vw 0-413 t 

75.1 771 -39* VW 

73.1 506 -359 vw 0-359 1 

69.6 53* -327 vw 

67-2 567 -295 vw 

65.2 592 -273 w w 0-273? 
0+2&5-513 * 

* 63.2 
60.3 

916 
951 

- 2lW 
- 21* 

vw 
vw 0-21^ 

m 57.0 992 -173 vw 

*f^T^T -j^r^n • -•>. .», «• —- >-»" 
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Tablc III (continued) 

?VU) y(cm-1) y-¥-o Int( Dnsity As8ignncnt 

t-30°C 

5L* 35056 -109 w wr 0-109 

45.* 129 -   36 w 

45.0 l4o -   25 vw 

44.1 151 -   i4 nv vw 

43-1 
4s.g 

163-} 
167J 

0 B 
8 

nw 
nv 0-O 

41.1 lgg 23 wd 

3*.* 216 51 vwd 

p-E.6 nn 

36.7 242 77 vw vw 

35.9 252 *7 vw vw 

31.* 30S 1*3 vw 0+143 t 

24.4- 395 230 vw 0+744-513 t 

23.7 4o4 239 w nwr 0+239 

17.5 4*2 317 vwd 0+744-2x214- ? 

16.7 492 327 vw 

15.* 504 339 vud 

t-20°C 
p»4#6 nn 

15.1 513 34* vd w 0+461-109 

14.1 535 370 vw vw 

05.4 59* *33 vw O+943-513 ? 

06.2 626 461 nvd ne 0+461 

03.1 665 500 TVd w 

eg- 

' 

•1 
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Toblo III (continued) 

• 
^     0 
A (A) irtcnT1) ^"H>-o   Intcnaity Assignnont. 

• 

t-o°o 
p=l.l na 

oo.6 696 531 vw       w 0+744-214 ? 
0+551 ? 

| 
279S.2 726 561 vwd 0+744-182 ? 

1 
92.9 794 629 vw 0+744-109 * 

S4.0 909 744 v&r      8r 0+744- 

7«.3 982 ai7 V 

68.6 36108 943 vwd 0+943 

65.2 153 986 vwd 0+744+239 
0+986 ? 

56-6 265 1100 vwd 0+71*4+1*61-109 
• 

t—10°C 

0+1100 - 

9 p*0»6 DO • d 

46.5 372 1207 wdr     vwd 0+71*4+1*61 • 

in. 2 1*70 1305 vwd 0+2x744*182 

35.4 546 1361 vwd 0+2x744HL09 
0+3xii6l 

V 

27.6 651 i486 vwd     vwd 0+2x744- i 
21.0 74o 157^ vwd 

l4.0 335 1669 wd       wd 

I^»l4 00 
WL0°C 
p»2.2 on 

» 

• 
09.6 917 1752 vwd      vwd 

• 

02.6 3701? 1847 vwd     wd 0+2x744+461-109 
0+4x461 ? 

2695.9 105 19*0 wd       wd 0+2x744+461 



p - 
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Tablo ZZZ (continued) 

HI) V(m-1 }              0—0 Intensity Assignment 

88.3 209 2044 wd wd 0+3x744-182 

82.3 293 2128 vd wd 0+3x744-109 

74.0 386 2221 vd wd 0+3x744- 

67.9 Jl-72 2307 vd wd 0+5x46i ? 

62,0 55* 2389 vd 

50.4 719 255* wd » 

4o.g 856 2691 vd 0+3x744+4^1 

34*6 946 2781 vd 

•T 
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Tablo IV*    Absorption bands In transition II of a~picollno. 

«        0 
\ (A) V (en*1) v-V Intensity Assignncnt 

*—                                   \ 

L 
t 
P 

» 25 on 
« .a5°c 
« 0«7 an 

2669 37450 -170 vw 

64 530 - 90 ¥ 

57 620 0 nw    - 0-0 

14 38250 ? 630 n 

2601 430 ? SLO 8 0 + 810 

91 5*> 96O VB 0 + 96O 

50 39200 1580 6 0 + 2 x &0 

253L 500 1*5&> S 0 + 2 x 960 

2H93 toioo ? 24&) •V O+feEftLO+960 ff 
-: 

a v 

! 

•J BR HIHW.   - 
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Table V* Absorption bands of transition IX In p-plcolino. 

X(A) W(on    )  Intensity ^-VQ.^ Asslgnncnt      V-Vo> Asslgrmont o-o' 

L«10 on 
t-5°c 
pe--l»6   EC 

27*1 3<*75 V -9C5 0» o-o» 

32 5*5 vw -795 Transition I ? 110 

28 645 vw -735 Transition I ? 170 c+170 

21 7*5 nv -635 Transition I ? 270 o«+*6o-i90 

16 800 nv -580 Transition I t 
0-3x190 

325 

07 935 ns -445 0-4*5 t *6o o«+*6o 

02 995 v -385 0-2x190 520 

2695 37100 V -280 625 0+170+460 
*• 

66 190 ns -190 0*-190 715 
9 7* 380 B 0 0-0 905 o*+2x*6o 

63 5*0 ns 160 O+I60 
0+600-4*5? 

1065 

*7 770 n 390 0+(390) 1295 o*+*6o+i020-i90 

32 980 ns 600 0+600 1505 0<+*60+1020 

25 36090 nv 7X0 0+710 1615 

10 100 8 800 0+800 
0+1020-190 

1705 

09 320 VB 9*0 0+940 18*5 

03 too vs 1020 0+1020 1925 

m 

259* 5U0 n 1160 0+160+1020 
0+160+940 

2065 

• 

79 760 nv 1380 o+<390)+94o 
0+(390)+102O 

2285 0 •+460+2x1020-1 

65 970 n 1590 0+600+9*0 
0+600+1020 

2*55 0»+*60+2xl020 

-X'-'iJ^*, >, Ji-.mt JH^.-.iAnjmt 
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Table Y»    (oontinuod). 

X (A) V(OD'*1) Intonalty  ^'o-cftseigmont      y ~Uo-cf  Asslgnmont 

51    39190 no        1810      O+gOO+1020 2715 
0+2x1020-190 

43       33.0 s        1930     0+2x9^0 ? 2835 
0+940+1020 

26       5*40 n 2160     0+160+2x1020       3065 

14-       760 n 23SO     0+(390)+2x91W     3285     0+460+3x1020-190 
0+( 390)+2x1020 

1 

02  960   n   25S0  o+6oo+2x94o   3^5  o+46o+3xi020 
0+600+2x1020 

. V 

s 

I 
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Tablc 71, Absorption bends of transition II in j -picolino. 

%& V (an-1) 0-0 Intensity „.,„... 
L 
t 
P 

m 14 on 
* 100c 
« 2.25 an 

- 

2616 38220 -100 nw 

2609 320 0 n O-O ? 

92 570 250 n 

69 920 600 ns 04600 

48 3924o 920 s 0+920 

31 500 1180 0 0+1180; O+22600 

2512 800 1430 ns 0+600+920 

92 40120 1800 ns 0+2x920 

7* too 2090 n 0+920+11801                              I 
0+2x600+926                             1 

30 im4o ? 2820 n 

2*17 360 ? 3040 nv 0+2x920+1180   ?                       ] 
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Booknan spcotrophotonotcr In this laboratory do not show tho two ab- 

sorption regions soporntod as in the vapor*    Ho found howovcr,  that 

tho tail end of tho absorption on tho long wavolongth side "disappears" 

in othanol solutions of the ploolincs and also pyridino*    (soc also 

rcf. £).    These observations in solution spcotra and tho fact that two 

absorption roglons of diffcront oharactcr occur in the plcolino vapor 

spootra suggest tho existence of two close-lying levels rlso in pyri— 
21 

dino*    Kasha,    fron research on halogonatcd pyrldincs and on pyridino 

in condonscd systems has also cone to this conclusion,    A re*-cxaalna~ 

tion of Sponcr and Stficklon's plates confirms the possibility of tvo 

levels and a rough estimate would place the boglnning of tho socond 

transition around 3^35° cm"1. 

It is obvious from these findings that the interpretation of tho 

plcolino spootra must follow, in general,  tho same pattern as that of 

tho pyridino spectra*    This necessitates reconsidering the previous 

interpretation of sharp pyridinc bands as AjH3^ transition*    It has 

boon suggested by Kasha2* that excitation of an sp2 electron of tho 

nitrogen atom into tho first unfilled n orbital of tho pyridino ring 

onuses tho occurrcnco of system I*    (n-rr transition) It is then logi- 

cal to assign the diffuso bands to typo II in tho picolinosto tho 

i^-B^ transition (tr-^r transition) resulting from the 2pw electrons of 

tho ring*    Sinco tho  sp2& orbitalB oro symmetric to tho molecular 

piano, tho corresponding single electron levels arc of typo a^ and b^* 

Excitation of an a^ electron into tho two lowest empty TT orbitalS of 

symmetry typos b2 and ag gives molecular levels B2 and Ag as lowest 

excited singlet states*    This order is obtained by using tho simplest 

molecular orbital calculation for tho TT electron orbitals neglecting 

&• K. Kasha* Discuss* For. Spc* 9, X* (1950). 

• s••-i•!•_»"' _~-rJL'v:$t~.'~y. ••• " ---    .. -•'- 
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ovorlop    and olootronio repulsion22.    In Kasha*s eohono of lovols tho 

Ag la tho lowoet oxoitod singlet stato of pyridlnc;  then follow tho 

Bg and tho B^ which Is tho upper stato of tho II spectra.    An %,^2 

transition Is allowed with a transition oomont perpendicular to tho 

nolocular piano.    Wo shall  sec lator that tho analysis suggests on 

drdor of tho A« and Bg lovola in ogrooinent with tho slnplo calcula- 

tions.    This nay bo takon as an indication that inclusion of refine— 

nonts in the calculation of tho v orbit als will not rover so tho ordor 

glvon by tho orudo troatnont. 

It should bo added that tho lovol notation uaod horo applios 

strictly to pyridino only,  end to 4 -plcolino if tho CH-x group is ro— 

gordod as ono atoo«    ctnPicollno and p-plcolino belong,  ovon if tho 

CH-. groups are takon as ono-aton substitutions,  to group C .    Tho 

symmetry classos A,   and B^ of group Cgv go over Into tho class Af . 

for C_,  and tho two transitions involving tho sp2 electrons bocomo 

A*—A" transitions with tho nonont perpendicular to tho noloculor 

piano*    Tho appearanco of the olootronio spectra and a comparison of 

the different Roman spectra indicate that a-picollne and p-picoline 

also conforn spectroscopically to Cg^ synnetry to a rather fair 

approximation. 
o 

Transition II in the Region 26*00 A* 

From the description (dlffuaenesa and position)  given before, the 

II spectra of the four compounds appear to fall Into two groups corres- 

ponding to their different symmetries; pyridine and y -picollne (Cgy), 

and o- and (Hploollne (Cfl)« 

a - plcollne.    Estimated band positions in spectrum II of a - ploollne 

are Hated in Table IV*    This spectrum la so diffuse (Fig. K) that no 

individual bands eon be distinguished clearly except the three in the 

22. Oertrud P. Sordhela and B* Sponer, .7. Chen. Phye. 20,  255 (1932). 



first group. "The separation of the order of 1000 en*-1 between the 

maxima of successive groups correspond presumably to progressions of 

the analogue of the totally symnotrlc oarbon ring vibration in ben- 

zone* The strongest band of the first group, at 37620 cm , is taken 

as the 0-0 band* Another symmetric ring vibration is probably repre- 

sent od in tho separation 310. The bands on the long wavelength side of 

the O-O band must correspond to 1-1 transitions of low—lying vibra- 

tions* 

P — Plcollno* The only transition II spectrum whose band structure 

is sufficiently discrete to permit of any detailed analysis is that 

of 0-picolino (Fig. U-, Tablo V). Even in this case tho interpre- 

tation is not satisfactory. If the strongest band in the first group, 

at 373*50 cm"**, be designated 0-0, most of tho strong bonds can be 

accounted for by progressions of frequencies of about $kO  md 1020 

cm"**-*- superimposed upon the 0-0 transition and upon the following vi— 

brational frequencies in tho excited state: 160, 390, 600, 800 cm"*1. 

The 9"*0 and 1020 probably correspond to the strongly polarised Raman 

frequencies 993 and 103^ cm*"1 in the ground state which quite likely 

represent symmetric oarbon ring vibrations. If the first band on the 

long wavolength side of the 0-0 band at 37190 cm*"1, is interpreted aa 

arising from the vibration of approximately 190 cm**1 (Roman value 

19S), then tho 160 cm"1 difference may correspond to the same vi- 

bration in the excited state* This would place the 1—1 transition of 

this vibration about 30 cm**l to the red from the main bands* Since 

the widths of most bands ore of the order 30 - 60 cm**1, it is quite 

possible that these 1-1 transitions contribute at least partially 

to the broadness of tho bonds* 

The 0 • 600 om"*1 difference (bond 37960) has about the some in- 
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tensity as the 0*0 band,  and has a breadth and unifomity of in- 

tensity whioh suggests th&t it nay consist of two close—lying bonds* 

The bond nay correspond in the upper state to the 624 en"-1- level ob— 

served in the Ranan spcotrun, but this possibility nust bo regarded as 

uncertain*    It is very probable that tho Ranan linos 624 and 535 cn"^ 

correspond to tho degoncrato £+g 606 carbon vibration in benzeno,  and 

one would oxpoct that if ono conponont appeared in the excited state 

of 0 - pioolino tho othor irould appear also.    But tho 39° en*"1 diffor- 

onoo soens too low to be oorrolated with 535 In the gound state* 

Tho 800 on"1 difference (band 38180) nay be attributed to a ring 

vibration in the upper etato in which the substltuent is strongly 

participating*    An alternative explanation is possible as a super- 

position and given in Table V* 

Perhaps tho greatest objection to the foregoing interpretation 

is that it  offers no explanation of the prominont bands at 364~/5 

and 36935 en"*1.    If Instead of 37380 tho band at 36935 en""1 is itself 

taken as the 0-0 band, most of the system can bo accounted for by 

progressions of about $40 and 1020 on""1 supcrinposod upon tho fre- 

quencies:    445, 605, 835, 10^5 en"*1.    The band at 37380 becones 

0 + 445. ' This frequency nay then represent tho vibration which has 

the Ranan value 535 on*"1. The fact that its intonsity is rcmnrkedly 

greater than that of tho 0-0 band nay result fron the Franck-Condon 

principle* In that case, however, a progression of one, two,  and possi- 

bly three tines 445 would be expected, whereas only the single 445 on 

difference appears. 605 off1, nay bo reasonably identified with the 624 

vibration in tho lower state,  in the sane nanner as before* The 255 en"*1 

difference agrees with 445 • 190*    The analogue of the 190 en""1 vi- 

_St- 
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oration In the upper state la possibly rapresonted by the 165 om*"1 

difference (band 37100)« It is very difficult to account for the 

difforenoos of 835 (band 37770) and 10^5 (band 37980K Altogether, 

the first interpretation — taking the O-O band at 37380 on""1 — 

soene preferable* 

Still another interesting possibility remains, According to 
21 Kasha     two overlapping electronic transitions occur in pyrldine and 

it8 Donohalogenated derivatives very olose together in the region of 

2600 A*    This view is based on the assumption that the A*-B2 tran- 

sition (Kasha's sohene) occurs only slightly below the beniene—like 

A, — Bp transition discussed here.    Ho evldenoe of a second transi- 

tion in this region was found in the spectrum of a-picollne.    Its 

occurrence cannot be ruled out, however,  in p-plcoline. Careful exami- 

nation of this spectrum in plates and enlarged prints reveals that the 

band at 36475 on     docs not look like the bands of transition I, while 

certain weak bonds at shorter wavelengths —e.g.,  those at 3^585* 

367U5,  and 3^800 on— do rescable the bands of spectrun I. The band 

at 36^75 actually resonblcs that at 3^935 cm*"1,  except that it is 

weaker. 

If it is assuncd that 36**75 1B the 0-0* band of a second elec- 

tronic transition,  the prominent band at #935 en""1 then boconcs 

0f + kGo en""1 and nay bo correlated with the 535 en**1 vibration in the 

lower state* This vibration, with the lower-etato vibration of 190 on""1 

and an upper—state vibration of about 1020 en""1,  accounts for several 

bands which are not Included in the schone based on a O-O bond at 

37380 an"* ,  and duplicates sonc which arc. (Table V)« Because of acci- 

dental near coincidence between the two proposed systems and the 

diffusenoss of the bands, it is not possible to propose the existence 

of two transitions in the II region with entire confidence,  although 
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lt la considered qulto likely. 

It should porhops bo mentioned that tho band at 36*4-75 can °o 

related to the 0-0 band at 37380 by tho assignment 0-190-714- em*"1, 

Ho weight is placed on this interpretation,  however,  and no similar 

interpretation of tho band at 3693$ is possible. 

It so en e deelrablo tbenphaelzo again that the analysis of the 

bands in region II in p-plcolino euggostod here is necessarily 

tontativo.    It has been nontioned in some detail because it is im- 

portant to establish definite proof whothor two  super Imposed tran- 

sitions occur in region II or not.    Wo shall como back to this 

question after the analysis of transition I has boon takon up. 

«y -gicollno.    The bands of transition II in V'-plcoline ore so few 

and so diffuse that a systematic analysis of them does not carry 

much weight.    It is believed that probably the brad at 3^320 en-1 

is the 0-0 band.    With this assumption the assignment scheme in 

Table VI may bo obtained as a possible one.    This interpretation, 

like tho intensity considerations mentioned earlier in this section, 

indicates a marked shift of tho ^-plcolino II spectrum to the 

violet aa compared with a and p-picoline.    This shift,  and the 

lower lntonsity of the *' «^>icolino II spectrum arc contrary to 

the usual characteristics of porn—substituted benzenes.    Vc shall 

0000 back to it in a later section. 

Because of the dlffuscnoss of the   tf -picoline spectrum in both 

transitions I and II, it is impossible to Judge whothor a second 

electronic transition occurs in tho short wavelength II region* 

a 
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Transltion Z in the Region 2800 A. 

In considering tho cnalyoQa of the Z spootra it vlll bo rooal- 

led that thceo spootrn arc oxpeoted to arise from tho excitation 

of an sp2 olootron localized on tho nitrogen into tho first non- 

bonding IT ring orbital.    On tho basis of this thoory the I spootra 

ropresont oithcr a forbidden Aj^Ag transition or an allowed Aj-Bg 

transition with a coraont porpondlcular to tho molecular piano* 

Consequently, tho analyses of tho spectra should load to a decision 

betwoon those possibilities* 

Bofore going into details,  it will be mentioned that nothing 

could be found in tho structure of these spectra that would sug- 

gest a forbidden transition*    Tho detailed analyses will bo found 

rather to provide support for tho assumption of on A^-Bg transition* 

The fact that the Z spectra are allowed and yet are of markedly 

lower intensity than tho ZZ spectra is noteworthy.    A transition de- 

pending upon a perpendicular moment will bo weak because tho over* 

lapping of the TT ring orbital and the localized ^orbital is 

•nail* 

The oharaoteristic narrowness of tho bands in the Z spectra may 

also bo related to an A^-B2 transition.    In benzene, whose rotatio- 

nal levels nay bo treated as thoseof a symmetric top,  all strong 

bands should be perpendicular bnndar3 (change of electric moment X 

to tho figure axis*)    In pyrldine and in ^f -plcoline the figure 

axis lies in the molecular plane and goes through tho H atom and 

the para carbon atom*    The transition moment, being pcrpondicular 

23* H. Spoaer.  0-. Hordheim, A* L. fifclar and E. Toller, J. Cheo.Phjs. 
1» 207 \i939)• 

•^ui-rm 



to the moleculrr plnno,  is perpendicular to tho figure axle CUB 

In bonzono.    Bands involving oynnotrlc vibrations should then bo 

porpondicular bands*    However,  if ono considers,   in good approxi- 

mation, pyridine as a synaotrlc top liko bonzono*,  tho z axis may bo 

taken as tho figuro axis and tho prinoipal nonont of inortia is tho 

ono about this axis.    Bands involving synnctric vibrations become 

parallol bands in this troevtnent whereas they are perpendicular bonds 

in bonzono*    Tho difforonco stens,  of course,  from tho difforont ori- 

gin of tho two  spectra,  ono having a transition nonont porpondicular 

and tho othor parallol to tho nolooular piano*    Tho parallel bands 
e 

of a syanotrlc top noloculo in tho infrared havo simpler appoaranoo 

than tho porpondicular bands*    They havo extrenoly narrow intonso 

qQ bronchos*    Little Is known about their structure in electronic 

bands of polyatomic nolcculee,  but in the case of tho strong benzene 

bands (theoretically porpondicular) it was notod2^ that the relation 

betwoon the variation in spacing of tho rotational lines and the 

change in nononts of inertia would be tho sano if the bands woro 

interpreted as parallel bands*    In tho discussion of tho pyrldlno 

spectrum' it was pointed out that if tho nononts of inortia stay 

very nearly tho sane in tho upper nnd lowor statos of the tran- 

sition, tho qQ branch will bo Intonso and narrow,  while the F and 

R bronchos nay extond so far to each side that their intensities 

doclino to negligible values boforc a head is reached.    Thir. latter 

offcct,  occurring in suitable degrees,  could account for tho 

•hading and fuzzlnoss at the edges of nost bonds*    If tho tran- 

sition nonont ic perpendicular to the molecular piano as Is roqul— 

24.  A. Turkovich and M. Fred, Rev. Mod. Phys. 14,  2k6 (1942), 
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rcd in an Aj^Sg transition, tho symmotry of tho char go distribution 

in tho plane will not havo ohangcd,  although tho olootronio wave- 

function of tho excited atr.to will bo somewhat  cxtondod.    Noarly 

oqunl moments of lnortia in tho two electronic  states will roquiro 

that tho potontial minima of bands Involving symmetrical vibrations 

aro approximately abovo ono another*    Equal equilibrium positions 

in tho combining states is always most probable for non~totally 

symmetric vibrations* 

Assuming an A^-Bg transition as a working hypothesis,  ono 

might expect in tho Z spoctra fow and relatively short progressions 

of totally symmetric vibrations*    Furthermore,   singly excitod cu 

and pg vibrations in pyridino and   /• -^>lcolinc, which produco vi- 

brational moments in tho piano of tho ring,   should appear with in- 

tensities comparable to those of the a^ allowed vibrations which 

accompany tho weak puro electronic transition in tho z direction* 

But singly excitod 0_  vibrations, prominent in Av-3^ tx*oja*ttlons, 

ebomld bo excluded.    In 8» and £-picolino,  however,  the reduction 

of Cgy symmetry to Cfl produces allowed electronic transitions only* 

It will bo noted as tho analyses are developed that the I spec* 

tra of ctr- and Biplcolino, particularly tho formor, rosomblo that 

of pyridino, while tho spectrum of *t -picollnc is similar in some 

respects to that of toluene. -> 

4 -Plcollno*    The analysis of tho -flf-Tpicolino I spectrum is token 

up first, because it is tho least complex and offers a hotter 

25. N* Glnsburg, V* V* Robertson and F. A* Mat sen, J. Chen. Phys* 

<*rti-- • <rvf -•"*-, 
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opportunlty for unambigious interpretation than do the less symme- 

tric a- and 0-picolines.    It is unfortunate that no Hainan data 

are available for   */ -plcoline.    The observed spectrum is, however, 

sufficiently simple that it is relatively easy to isolate a few 

fundamental frequencies upon which on internally consistent ana- 

lysis can be developed* 

The strong doublet at 351^5 cm""    is taken as the 0-0 band. 

The basio pattern of the  *t -plcoline I spectrum is a series of 

dispersed groups;  each of these consists of three prominent fre- 

quencies superimposed upon a progression of 7^ cni~*.    The lower 

state of this vibration appears in the band at -600 cm**1.    The 

corresponding frequencies in toluene are 751 and 7&5» &"& ln para— 

xylene they are 775 in the upper state*0 and 829 In the lower state. 

Although the precise nature of these frequencies is not certain, 

they do Involve a strong participation of the substltuent in the 

motion by either lowering the value of the benzene "breathing" vi- 

bration2? or by actually representing the -C-C-(H-z) valence vi- 

oration.*3* A slight preference is given here to the first alterna- 

tive*    The three observed bands of the jk^ progression are strong 

and diffuse,  and are degraded to the red similarly to the bands in 

the spectra of substituted benzenes.    Observation of higher members 

is rendered impossible because of the increasing intensity of the 

continuous background.    The 7^ bands form the only progression that 

26. C. D* Cooper and K.L.N. Saatri, J. Cham. Phys. 20, 607 (1952)* 

27* K. 8. Pltzer and D. Tf.    Scott, J. Am. Cham* Soc. 65, S03 (19M3). 

28. X. V. F. Kohlrausch and Associates, lonatah. Cham. 72. 2&& (1939): 
7*, 175 (19^2); 76, 200 (19*7), 
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oould be established with certainty. This foot and the diffuse qua- 

lity of the bands indicate that during the transition a alight 

change takes place of the lnternuoloar distances involved in this 

vibratlonal mode* 

The 239 cm  frequency is ascribed tentatively to either an 

&2 or po oarDon vibration. The corresponding frequency in the 

lower state is uncertain* 

The 461-513 on"1 pair is considered as the et^ oomponent resul- 

ting from the S*g 606 carbon vibration in benzene* Both values 

agree closely with those in toluene as eight be expected for the 

vibratlonal mode concerned* The 46l frequency occurs superimposed 

upon the O-O frequency and upon each member of the 7^ progression; 

but it is not certain that it forms Itself a progression* 

The $1  component derived from the £+g 606 ben sen e vibration 

is missing from the I spectrum of 'Tf "^plcoline. A weak band at 

0 +  331 cm"*1 nay possibly represent it in the upper state, but the 

low intensity of this band and the absence of the corresponding 

vibration f ron the lower stato indicate that, if any representation 

of the $-±  vibration is pro sent at all, it must arise from a very 

weak, moment* This finding is in accord with the hypothesis of an 

A^-Bg transition* The presence of the CE* group may onuse a 

sufficient deviation from C^ symmetry to permit such a weak tran- 

sition of an otherwise forbidden vibration* 

The third frequency which is found suporimposed upon the 

7*& ov"" terms is a difference of 109 on*"1 which is taken to be 

a 1-1 transition of a vibration which la not identified explicitly* 

The 109 difference frequency is also found in combination with the 

0-0 transition and with the 461 frequency* 

-1WK-?5!*-s*rii?»S 
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The frequencies which have been mentioned account for nearly 

all of the more prominent features of tho spectrum.    Of the numerous 

•^ weak bands remaining,   several probably represent fundamental fre- 

quencies; but the assignments are made chiefly by analogy,  and lack 

supporting combinations* 

The band at — 21k cm*"1 probably corresponds to the 20^ and 

19^ - 20$ en**1 Roman frequencies in o« and B-*plcollne,  and should 

appear in the Raman spectrum of Y~piooline.    The band at 1U3 erf*1 

is a likely upper—state analogue. 

Weak bands at 0 + 9*4-3 end 0 + 986 era*"1 probably represent tt^ 

carbon vibrations*    The band at 0 + 1100 cm**1 possibly includes the 

0-1 term of a fundamental frequency superinposed upon the known 

combination 744 + 46l - 109 cm**1.    The 1100 frequency agrees closely 

with similar frequencies in a- and B-picoline. 

Several more uncertain assignments have a question mark in 

Table III. 

It should bo mentioned that the 0-0 and the 0 - 513 cm**1 bands 

ore very sharp doublets of 4 cm**1 separation.    No other bands appear 

to have this doublet structure, and no explanation of the doubling 

is apparent. 

a— and BHPlcollne.    It is convenient to treat the I spectra of 

a- and B*?loolinc in a single discussion, becouso of their marked 

similarities.    Because of tho low symnotry of those molecules,  all 

their spectra will actually represent allowed transitions A" - A* 

with a moment perpendicular to tho molecular plane.    (See previous 

discussion).    Single excitation of a* vibrations will produce bands 

in which the transition moment is in the ring plane.    The symmetry 

of these vibrations corresponds to the 0% and B2 vibrations of point 

group Cgy*  and these are the vibrations that were believed to account 
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for sone of the weaker bonds in the V *-picolir.e spectrum.    Hence 

the X spectrum of a- ond p^lcollne will be richer in bands than 

that of the V-isomer,  Just    aa    the ortho and met a spectra of 

disubstituted benzones have more bonds than the corresponding para 

compound.    Although the vibrations fall,  in the strict  sense,   into 

two classes only,  one would expert from what has been said, before 

that those will occur with more prominence that were recognized in 

the ^t -spectrum*    In spite of this aid it was found that the number 

of numerical coincidences of interpretation was so great that many 

assignments must be considered as tentative,, 

In ar-picollne the sharp banc"  at 3^753 en"*1 was taken as 0-0 

bond*    In p-^picollne the closo pair 3^^/97 contains in all 

probability the 0-0 transition.    Hero    the lower value was chosen 

for the calculation because of a rather consistent fit with Raman 

values.    As may be seen from Table II,  there appear in the spectrum 

several other •doublets" with a separation of 12 - lU- cm"*1.    The 

544 on**1 frequency in the upper state, which is the outstanding 

feature of the pyridine spoctrum,  is similarly prominent in o 

plcoline but forms a less clearly defined progression in the f>~ 

spectrum.    If it is associated in each case with a vibration of 

628 cm**1 in the ground state (depolarized Raman lino), then tho {"M-, 

628 cm""1 pair would represent the 0^ component derived from tho 

£"*•« 606 cm""1 carbon vibration in bonzone. The fact that it is de- 

polarized in Raman spectra of o- and 0-picoline,  oven though tho 

class 0^ of group Cgv goes into the totally symmetric class a1 in 

Cfl,  indicates that tho offoot of tho CH? substitution in destroying 

the c| axial symnotry of pyridine is incomplete, Nevortheloes,  it 

may bo sufficient to moke allowed tho transition of the 0^ vlbra— 

^•#>A, :!-.,•*:-,,,>• v :*•£:*:.-V •« '&&saaz.m&*i&& 
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tion which Is forbidden in 4f -plcolinc if this is trcr.tcd as a Coy 

molecule*    The association of the 5U4 and 626 cn~*  frequencies is 

supported by tho occurronce of Bk on""1 differences in both epecv^ju 

Although all  symmetry roquironentQ arc formally net>,  the 0^ vib^a- 

tlonal bands should occur with low intensity because of tho "renem— 

branoo" boing originally forbidden transitions.    This is not the case. 

It is thorofore of interest that another assignment is possible.    The 

5^4 nay nanoly correspond to the vibrations of 5**5 an£ 551/35 in 

the lower states of o- and p-^picollne,  respectively.    Ranon data 

indicato that those vibrations are totally synmotric; they are 

believed to arise fron tho a^ component of the £+~ 606 en"*1 vl— 

bratlon in benzene.    In fact,  this interpretation, which is pre- 

ferred here, fits in better than the first one with results in the 

spectrum of pyridlne, where a long progression of 5^2 steps has 

been found and assigned to tho o^ component.    The difficulty that 

in 0-picolinc there is definite evidence of an upper-state U99 en*"1 

vibration, nay bo mot by pairing it with the 515 In the lower state. 

Both tt- and p-^icoline have an upper-state vibration of about 

560 en**1 occurring weakly which then night be paired with tho 

626 cm""1. 

Polarized Rannn linos havo been reported at 601 and 613 in a-, 

and at 71**- en* 600 ecf1 in 0-*?icolinc.    "* * The sane frequencies 

vero found in the ultraviolet absorption spectrum.    One of those fre- 

quencies will correspond to tho analog of the bonzene "breathlngt 

vibration as discussed for rf -picolino.    In a-plcoline,  it is 

possibly represented in tho upper-state by the band at 0 + 736 co*"1* 

and in 8-plcollne, by a strong band at 0 + 602 en*1.    A short 

progression of 269 en""1 1* superimposed upon this transition.    The 

**.*>      -'^bl :ti.„. 
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802 band consists of a closely spaced sharp doublet from whloh 

diffuse wings are degraded unequally to either side; they appear 

to end abruptly at a low intensity and do not form a head. 

Several low-lying fundamental frequonoles are found which are 

difficult to interpret doflnltoly.    In oplcollno SODO almost 

identical,  separations which probably represent fundamental fre- 

quencies are observed to olthor wavelength sldo from tho 0-0 bond* 

These pairs havo been notodi 207, 204; 355, 3545; 544, 545 en"1. 

Yot there remains a 120 em*"1 froquoncy which, if paired with 

204 ccf*1 in the lowor state would account for the 1—1 difference 

of 64 crT1*    This differ once could possibly bo interpreted as the 

twofold excitation of a 4-2 en*"1 difference occurring a few tinos 

in oplcoline; but the predominance of the S4 over the 42 differ- 

ence, its likely origin in the 120-204 difference, and other 

Internal evidence argue for two distinct frequency differences* 

In 0-*picolinc no such closely-Hatched pairs occur*    Here, 158 and 

198 on""1 ore paired,  and their difference may account for the 

prominent 1-1 difference of ko cm"1 which is observed singly and 

in progressions to the rod from many strong bands*    The 84 cm'1 

difference may result from pairing tho lower state frequency of 215 

with tho uppcrVf^equoncy of 131 erf*1*    The 207 and 269 cm""1 

upper state vibrations of o- and 0-picollne, respectively, ore 

quite likely of typo 03 or 02 (•*)# anA hence their single ex- 

citation would produce a moment in the molecular piano*    This fact 

may account for the prominence of the respective bands* 

Frequencies of 900-1000 cm*"1 which produce strong bands in the 

II transitions and in benzene and its monodorivatlves, give rise to 

weak inconspicuous bands only in the I transition under discussion* 

'ZT::Wk     I    -  .  -    :-; I   J  .>3*.-;£3fe-**: 
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Their assignment to particular nodes of vibration is uncertain and 

will thoreforo not bo discussod in dotail* 

A few words nay be added on the origin of the ban3s in the II 

region of 0-pioollno, which wero tentatively assigned to another 

transition, besidos the Aj^B-^  (or A*~A?)  containing the nain 

groups.    As mentioned,  this otivr transition nay belong to the se- 

cond excitation of on sp2 electron fron tho nitx«ogonr.    And as such, 

it  should bo of type A1-A1,  but should resemble a forbidden transi- 

tion A,~Ap%    The very tentative and inoonplote analysis la not in 

contradiction to this aesignnent,  but it would bo moro interesting 

and inportant if corresponding bands could be identified in pyrldlno 

and *i -picollno where the syctens would be noro of type A1~A2.    They 

could appear through interaction of 3^ on^- P? viDrn-"bions»    Exci- 

tation of 3« vibrations should be noro offectivo bocauso it would 

produce a transition nonent in the nolecular plane in the sane di- 

rection as in tho overlapping Aj^-Bi tr electron transition.    In 

fact, because of tho proxinity of tho two transitions, thoy should 

be of comparable intensities,*^ as is tho caso in p-picollne. 

Sunnary and Conclusions 

The evidonco sunnarizod in tho lost section indicates that 

the question of synnetry of tho electronic I transitions cannot be 

considered settled on the basis of tho analyses alone.    Aaong these, 

tho noro definite findings in the study of the ^K-picoline spectrun 

carry noro weight than do the less definite results in the cases of 

a- and 0-picoline.    It is evident, however,  that the observations 

as to narrowness of bands,   shortness of progressions,  and the 

29.  a. Horrberg and E. Teller.   Z. phys. Chen* B 21, ^10 (1933); 
H.  Sponer and E. Teller, Rev. Hod. Phys. 13,  75 (19^1). 
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operation of synnetry selection rules upon various CIOBBUS of vibra- 

tions, together with the low intensity and allowed character of 

the transition, all constitute a strong argument for B2 aynnetry 

in the olootronic excited state* 

Another argument in favor of the Interpretation nay be raised 

from a comparison of tho intensities of the I transition of pyri- 

dino and the picollnos with those of tho dlazinos which have been 

studied by Balveraon and Hirt.^   If the I spectra ore allowed tran- 

sitions due to the excitation of a nonbonding electron from the ni- 

trogen,  thon tho corresponding spectra in tho dlazinos should be 

about twice as intense as the I transition in pyridine or the plco- 

lines,    Conporison of the f values of the I transitions in the latter 

substances with those dorived fron tSar published dlazine absorption 

curves shows that this is indeed the case. 

The electronic transitions in pyridine and the pioolines discus- 

sed here have boon summarized in Tablo VII.    As has beoomo apparent 

from the text, the values for transitions II are considered more 

liable to possiblo future changes than thoso for transitions I* Still 

more uncertain is tho analysis of tho A^-Ag system of    0-picollno. 

The stoop absorption gradient between tho I and II spectra makes it 

very difficult to ostabllsh with certainty another olootronic tran- 

sition in this region*    On the other hand, the very existence of 

this gradient and tho dlffusonoss of transitions II nako overlapping 

of another and possibly more transitions in this region likely. 

It may bo soon from the last table that tho rod shift of t*io 

A«- B2(tt-fT) transition is smaller than that of tho   Aj-ojCn-n) 

30. F. Halvcrson and R. C. Hlrt, J. Chen. Phys. 19, 711 (1951). 



transition for all nolooulce except for ri -picollno.    Accordingly, 

the diff oroncc botwoon the excited lovols    B - B    decreases fron 

pyrldino to p-picollnc.    Of couroc,  it should bo rononberod that 

the location of tho    A.- B.  transition in pyrldino is a rough 

eatinato only.    In^ -picollno both spectra shift to the violet, 

the II transition twloo as nuoh as tho I transition^  m that tho 

differonoo   o-« Bg inoroasos again and conos close to that in py«- 

rldine.    In rogord to intensities,  tho A^-Bp transition is tho 

weakest in '/-picolinc and tho Aj-Bg is Just a    llttlo stronger in 

>jf -picolino than In tho other two isoncrs. 

For oonplotoncss,  tho two singlot-trlplot transitions of 

pyrldino havo been added which wore rooontly studied by Rcid.*1 

Eowevor,  the assignments of tho syston to synr.otry types aro re- 

versed hero.    The 31000 on"1 lntorconbinatlon syston, which reacn- 

blos tho   A--e_ transition, is connootod. here with the unpaired 

non-bonding electrons on tho nitrogen.    It is at least lo3 tines 

weaker than the corresponding singlet syston.    Tho second intercom- 

bination syston at 25500 is still weaker by another factor lO^-lO^. 

It reaenblos transition II in its diffuscnosa and nay be regarded 

as a n-n transition.    This noans,  that while the einglot and triplet 

Bg levels lie only about 4000 on*"-1 apart and actually overlap a 

little, tho singlet and triplet B^ levels ore more than 12000 en"1 

apart and lie in different spectral regions.    It is hoped to troat 

later the energy and intensity relations in those nolooules. 

Ve would like to thank Dr. J. J. McOovorn of tho Hcllon 

Instituto, Pittsburgh for tho samples of w and p-picoline,  and 

Dr. J. C. Shivers of the Chonistry Department,  Duke University for 

tho senplo of 'Of -l?icolino. 

31. C. Reid, J. Chen. Phys. 16, 1673 (1950). 
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